Introduction
Let k be a field and A an associative k -algebra. Let mean k and A e := A A o , where A o denotes the opposite algebra of A. Any left A e -module M is the same as an A-bimodule given by a·m·b = (a⊗b o )·m for m ∈ M and a, b ∈ A. In [7] , V. Lunts In this paper we compute the ring of differential operators for some noncommutative rings, namely the Axumaya algebras and the Heisenberg algebras. The initial interest was to compute these rings for matrix algebras and the Weyl algebras, which were easily generalized.
We consider Azumaya algebras over a noetherian ring. We conclude that the ring of differential operators are generated as modules by the ring of differential operators on their centre and homomorphisms given by multiplication by elements of the bigger ring (called inner homomorphisms). That is, if R is the centre of A (where A is an Azumaya algebra over R), we show that D k (R) can be embedded into D k (A) and that
, that is, D k (A) is generated as an A-bimodule by D k (R) (Theorem 3.2.5).
In the case of Heisenberg algebras of zero characteristic, we need two copies of differential operators on the centre to generate all the differential operators (Theorem 4.1.9). The non zero characteristic follows from the study on Azumaya algebras, because in this case the Heisenberg algebra is Azumaya over its centre (Theorem 2 [8] ).
In particular, our work on these general rings show that 1. If R is a k -algebra, we show that D k (M n (R)) = M n 2 (D k (R)), where M n (R) denotes the algebra of n×n matrices over R (Corollary 3.1.3).
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A n denotes the n-th Weyl algebra over a field of characteristic 0, then D k (A n ) = A 2n (Corollary 4.1.8). In the case of Azumaya algebras, we show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between ideals of D k (A) and D k (R) (section 3.3). If H n denotes the nth-Heisenberg algebra, we show that D k (H n ) is simple (Theorem 4.1.10 and corollary 4.2.2).
We give some definitions and prove some elementary results in the section of preliminaries. These results will be used later, and are interesting in their own right. This will be followed by a section on the differential operators on the Azumaya algebras. Here, we first show that if A is an Azumaya algebra over
(respecting the filtration given by the order of differential operators), and along with the inner differential operators, generate the entire ring D k ( R A) (Theorem 3.2.5).
The last section covers the Heisenberg algebras. We consider the two cases of zero characteristic and non zero characteristic separately. Notations :
1. For any k-algebra S, and s ∈ S, denote by λ s ∈ Hom k (S, S) (respectively ρ s ) to be the homomorphism given by left-multiplication (respectively, right-multiplication) by s.
For any
3. For r, s ∈ S, let [r, s] := rs − sr.
Preliminaries
We recall from [7] some definitions. Definition 2.0.1.
1. For an A e module M, its centre is the k -submodule
2. Define the i-th differential part of M, Z i M by induction as follows:
, and 
where Z(A) is the centre of the ring A. Proof. For any S-bimodule N we have,
where Z S (N) denotes the S-centre of N (analogously defined for R). Hence the proposition. 
for some n ≥ 0. We know that λ y , the homomorphism given by left multiplication by y is in
Let L be a free, left-R-module, where R is a commutative k -algebra.
where ϕ i,j ∈ Hom k (R, R).
The proposition follows immediately once we notice that if Φ is given by a matrix (ϕ i,j ), then [Φ, r] is given by the matrix ([ϕ i,j , r]) for r ∈ R.
Differential operators on Azumaya algebras
Let R be a commutative, Noetherian k -algebra. Let A be an Azumaya algebra over R (see [3] for a complete study); i.e., A is an Ralgebra which is finitely generated, projective, and faithful as an Rmodule, such that R · 1 = Z(A) and the map
is an isomorphism. Examples are matrix algebras over R. Some immediate remarks follow:
referring to the corollary 2.0.3, there is a surjection
On the other hand, since A is an Azumaya algebra, 
Proof. We first prove the theorem in the case when A is free over R with basis {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n }. By proposition 2.0.
. Using induction on m and the following identity,
we conclude the theorem in the case when A is free as an R-module.
In the case when A is not free as an R-module, we consider the localization of A with respect to a prime ideal P of R. By Lemma 5.1, pg61 of [3] , A P := R P R A is an Azumaya R P -algebra. Consider the injective (by flatness of R P as an R-module) map
Thus, it is sufficient to show that the inclusion of equation 3.1.1 id⊗ι A :
The following lemma proves this which completes the theorem.
is surjective.
Proof. We prove both the statement by induction on m. Let
Assuming that the proposition is proved for m (which implies that
. This proves the lemma. 
Proof. The theorem above shows that
The ring M n (R) is free as a left R-module. By Proposition 2.0.7 the corollary is proved.
Remark 3.1.4. In [6] we have proved a more general statement. If R and S are two k -algebras such that S is finite dimensional as a k -vector space, then
is generated by D k (R) and inner homomorphisms.
By Lemma 3.1 of [3] , R is an R-direct summand of A; that is, A ∼ = R ⊕ B as left R-modules. Fix one such decomposition. Since A is projective as a left R-module, B is also a projective as a left R-module. By assumption, R is a Noetherian ring. Hence B is a finitely generated R-module. By the Dual Basis Lemma (lemma 1.3 of [3] ), we choose a a collection {b i , f i } 1≤i≤n , where b i ∈ B and f i ∈ Hom R (A, R) (we can consider f i to be elements of Hom R (A, A) by the natural inclusion of
We describe a way to extend elements of Hom k (R, R) to that of Hom k (A, A). Hence the association ϕ → ϕ is an injective map of R-bimodules.
Note that (Φ) i,j (R) ⊂ R. For r, s ∈ R, we see that
. Now, by the dual basis lemma,
Hence the theorem.
Ideals of D k (A).
In this section, we show a one to one correspondence between ideals of D k (A) and of D k (R). Let I A and I R denote the collection of ideals in A and R respectively. Proof. The lemma follows from the fact that, for ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ∈ D k (R), and
Define functions ζ and η as follows: Proof. We show that ηζ is the identity on I A . Clearly, η(ζ(I)) ⊂ I. Let any Φ ∈ I. The (Φ) i,j as defined in 3.2.1 are in I ∩ f 0 If 0 . Referring to equation 3.2.2, the claim is proved. Now we show that ζη is the identity on I R . Again, it is obvious that J ⊂ ζη(J). For the reverse inclusion, use the fact that
For a, b, c, d, p, q, m, n ∈ A, ψ 1 , ψ 2 ∈ D k (R) and ϕ ∈ J, we see that
Hence the theorem. 
Corollary 3.3.3. The ring D k (A) is noetherian if and only if the ring
D k (R) is.
Differential operators on the Heisenberg algebras
Let k be a field and n a positive integer. Let H n denote the nthHeisenberg algebra over k. That is, H n is a k-algebra with generators h, x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n , y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y n such that [x i , y j ] = δ i,j h and all the other commutators between the generators equal 0.
In this section, we show that the ring of differential operators on H n is generated by two copies of D k (R) in the case of zero characteristic and one copy in the non zero characteristic, where R denotes the centre of H n . Note that in the case of non zero characteristic, the centre is very large (that is, H n is free of finite rank as a module over its centre).
4.1.
Characteristic of k is 0. In this case, the centre of H n is k[h], the polynomial ring in one variable. Here, we have two different inclu-
Note that every element a ∈ H n can be written uniquely as a = I,J p I,J (h)x I y J where I, J are multi indices in (Z + ) n and p I,J (h) is a polynomial in h with coefficients in k.
For a multiindex I = (i 1 , i 2 , · · · , i n ), let |I| denote the sum (i 1 + i 2 + · · · + i n ). We define two kinds of degree on H n .
For
2. Define deg 2 (x i ) = deg 2 (y i ) = 1 and deg 2 (h) = 2 and extend this degree to the entire ring.
We see that H n is filtered as
Proof. Let m ∈ Z t M (definition 2.0.1) for some t ≥ 0 such that m = a.n for some a ∈ H n and n ∈ Z(M Z t−1 M). It is enough to show that there exists an
n for some l ≥ 0. By referring to the note 4.1.1, we have the lemma.
The corollary above provides another filtration of
for r i ∈ {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n , y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y n }.
n , where p ′ denotes the usual derivative of p with respect to h.
We list some immediate properties: 
Proof. Let R s ⊂ H n denote the k -span of monomials in Let A ⊂ D k (H n ) be the k -subalgebra generated by H n and {∂ x l , ∂ y l } 1≤l≤n , ∂ h . Claim : H n is a simple A-module. Proof. By the properties following definitions 4.1.6 we see that ∂ h and ∂ h generate ∂ x l and ∂ y l for all l. The previous proposition completes the theorem. Proof. Let a ∈ D k (H n ). Then a can be written as a k -linear combination of monomials of the form h [8] shows that the nth-Weyl algebra is Azumaya over its centre when characteristic of k is nonzero. The same proof works to show that H n is Azumaya over its centre. Now we refer to the section on Azumaya algebra to claim:
In [9] , the differential operators on polynomial ring in one variable, on a field of nonzero characteristic has been studied. In particular it is shown that D k (R) is simple. 
